
10 predictions

A new operational 
model for legal 

teams.



The role and purpose of in-house legal teams is rapidly 
evolving.



That’s why we believe these 10 predictions by KPMG 
serve as a perfect guideline for navigating the future of 
the legal profession.



Although the regulatory and compliance landscape are 
becoming ever more complex, pressure to reduce costs 
is at an all-time high. Meanwhile standardization and 
automation are showing new routes to efficiency.



The global pandemic has ramped up these challenges 
even more, with the sudden move to remote work serving 
as a proof-of-concept for relying even more on 
connectivity, centralization and technology.



Amid the disruption and uncertainty that’s marked the 
past year and beyond, it’s hard to tell the long-term 
outcome of these accelerating changes.



Nevertheless, we believe the following predictions are 
spot-on.
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As processes are improved and digitized, new skills will 
be required. The traditional legal team hierarchy will likely 
morph into a more agile and cost-effective structure, with 
team compositions transforming alongside the other 
business departments. Project managers, legal engineers 
and legal technologists incoming!

Diversification of legal teams1

By 2025 every company will be using a CLM in addition to 
their ERP and CRM. While most companies today have 
already centralized their customer, finance and resource 
data, contract management is often overlooked. 
Centralizing contract data will boost any organization’s 
ability to reduce costs, manage risk and improve 
performance

Contract Lifecycle 
Management (CLM)2
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With enterprise technology providers continuously 
broadening their scope and branching into the legal 
profession, the difference between Legal Tech and just 
tech is fading. Instead of expensive stand-alone 
technologies and solutions, companies will look for 
providers that mesh holistically within their broader 
technology ecosystem.

3

Businesses are increasingly relying on their legal teams to 
help them identify opportunities to increase revenue and 
decrease risk. Technology-enabled legal teams will 
manage an ever growing pool of legal data, enabling them 
to identify these opportunities backed up with strategic 
insights.

Legal Teams acting as true 
business partners4
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Tech = Legal Tech



Traditionally considered as stand-alone departments, the 
role of legal teams is transforming from defenders of the 
business into true creators of value. Gathering data on 
these Key Performance Indicators used to be a very 
intensive task taking up a lot of time, but nowadays digital 
tools render these insights in a split second.

5

Both internal and external clients have come to expect 
the ease-of-use and speed they’re being served with in 
their daily lives. In-house legal services will no longer be 
able to ignore these new user-centric standards for 
business interaction. Like many of the world’s most 
successful B2C businesses, legal teams will need to use 
detailed analytics to permanently refine their processes 
and improve their service delivery.

Customer experience at the 
core of legal service delivery6
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The introduction of KPIs



Automation and self-servicing tools will permanently 
change the scope of the legal services delivered 
in-house, producing efficiency gains while freeing up 
time for lean legal teams to focus on high value work. In 
line with customer experience being at the core of legal 
service delivery, teams will need to make sure to cater to 
the user experience needs of their internal clients when 
introducing self-service options.
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Electronic processes mimicking manual ones will finally 
become a thing of the past (no more track changes!!!). 
Instead, contract negotiation will migrate to technology 
platforms that enable faster communication, better 
collaboration and access to real-time data. Ultimately 
integrating smoothly with your new Contract Lifecycle 
Management system of course!

Contracting processes will 
move completely online8
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Mixing automation with high 
value work



Digital transformations require enormous investments in 
terms of resources and time. Yet, when they fail, it’s 
usually driven by a lack of management buy-in and 
ownership. Therefore, it’s important to recognize the 
amount of potential effort needed for success. With legal 
operating models undergoing tremendous change, it’s 
time to start arming up with new skills.
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Leadership of legal teams will likely need to expand to 
allow more focus on getting the operating model right. 
Hence why a rapid rise of legal operations professionals 
is to be expected. Heads of Legal on the other hand will 
continue to support a growing spectrum of risk, 
compliance, governance and regulatory issues. At the 
same time, they’ll apply new processes, technologies and 
skills to service their company’s ongoing need for 
practical legal advice.

Legal Operations on

par with GCs10
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Managing culture and 
shifting mindsets



A new way to 
manage legal entities 

& run corporate 
housekeeping.



Thanks for reading!



Visit our website for more reports 
and insights on legal innovation 

and legal technology.



www.corporify.com


